CATEGORY

Casual Mobile Gaming

Bucksense launches mobile gaming campaigns in India,
reduces client’s CPA by 46%.
THE CHALLENGE
Advertisers and developers can face major obstacles when trying to tap into the mobile advertising
market in India for several reasons: programmatic technology is in still in early adoption phase, there are
fewer ad exchanges and networks and Real time bidding (RTB) inventory is limited.
WHY INDIA

THE CAMPAIGN RESULTS

Many mobile gaming companies consider India a
top priority as it is the fastest growing market for
mobile in Asia Paciﬁc region.

Within the ﬁrst month, campaign volume results
exceeded client’s expectations.
Bucksense delivered over 1 million clicks that
rapidly scaled to 15 million the following month!

The number of smartphones in India has exploded
from 156 million in 2013 to 364 million in 2014
and smartphone and tablet penetration will be up
45% in 2020, reaching 520 million devices*.
WHY BUCKSENSE
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This expertise allows Bucksense to deal with the
difﬁculties of acquiring qualiﬁed trafﬁc volume in
order to achieve its clients’ campaign objectives.
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As in most campaigns, the goal was to get high
quality trafﬁc at the lowest possible cost. With
the client’s budget and acquisition goals and
objectives in mind, Bucksense designed an
integrated media plan that understood the local
culture and targeted speciﬁc demographic and
behavioral segments.

Media Spending

Media spending and leads generated in 2014

ENHANCING CAMPAIGN RESULTS with Bucksense Marketing Solution
In light of the outstanding results of the ﬁrst campaign, the client decided to open new
campaigns to include the rest of its existing product portfolio.
In order to give the client more autonomy and control over their campaigns and direct
access to RTB inventory, Bucksense recommended the use of its new Performance
Marketing Solution, which offers direct connections to all major ad media suppliers
and also powerful optimization features.

* Nicole Arce, Tech Times “India will have 520 million smartphone users by 2020: Ericsson”, http://www.techtimes.com, (May 10, 2014).
Sushma U N, The Times of India “Mobile subscribers base in India will reach 1,145 million by 2020: Ericsson”,
http://timesoﬁndia.indiatimes.com (May 8, 2014)

www.bucksense.com

45%
Lower CPC

108%
Increase of clicks for every
dollar spent on the campaign

46%

20M

15M

Bucksense has partnerships with all major Ad
exchanges and Networks in the Asia-Paciﬁc
region and extensive experience running
campaigns in markets such as Latin America, the
Middle East, Europe and, naturally, the United
States.

Through Bucksense, the client saw a
signiﬁcant reduction in their customer
acquisition costs as follows:

info@bucksense.com

(+1) 646-308-1311

Lower CPA that almost doubles
customers acquired for every
dollar spent on the campaign

